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Market Overview The weaker RMB caused A-share and HK market to fall on Friday. SHCOMP 
lost 2.5% while HSI slumped 328pts to 27,946 with HKD102b turnover. 5G 
concept stocks received heavy selling pressure on fear that US will 
continue to ban sales of high-tech components to Chinese companies. 
Looking forward (1) further RMB depreciation is possible as a means to 
offset the extra US tariffs, (2) it is said that the US-China trade talk is 
coming to a halt. Both events will pressurize the stock market this week.  

Sector News 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

China Wind Sector 
The National Energy Administration published Policy No.807 of 2019 titled “Notice on Renewable Energy 
Usage Protection Mechanism” last week. The notice mentions key points regarding implementation of 
renewable energy quotas in China, including formal implementation to be kicked off on 1 Jan 2020. 
Impact should be limited because (1) penalty without fulfilling the quotas requirement does not seem 
strong by pushing the relevant parties in negative credit watch; (2) grid curtailment ratios of Chinese 
wind farms are low (4% in 1Q19) thus could not be cut much due to this policy; (3) many provinces, in 
particular those in Western and Central China, have their renewable energy mix well above the quota 
requirement.  
  

Company News 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

AAC Tech (2018 HK)  
For 1Q19, revenue dropped 19% YoY RMB3.75b, gross profit margin fell by 7.9ppt to 30.1% and net profit 
slipped by 61% YoY to RMB432m. Results beat expectation. The decline was caused by lower shipments 
and weaker ASP. Management expects shipment to rebound in 2Q19 due to launch of more new 
smartphone models.  
 
Sany Int’l (631 HK) 
Its Marine Division has the following highlights: (1) The automation of port equipment is seeing fast order 
growth, (2) high order visibility for port equipment in 2019 and 1H20, (3) stable gross margin expected, 
(4) import tariff imposed by the US will have limited impact.  
  
Country Garden (2007 HK) 
Company has witnessed a pick-up in property sales performance in lower tier cities. Market has shown 
different levels of recovery across tier 3&4 cities. Management attributes the divergent market 
performances to two factors: (1) some weak markets in 2018 year bouncing back over recent weeks; (2) 
cities with robust population inflows are more likely to see a strong housing market recovery. 
 
Tencent (700 HK) 
Its cloud business is already the second largest in China. It accelerated market share gain to 17% in 2018. 
Tencent Cloud enjoys a natural advantage in gaming and live streaming and has become No.1 in both 
segments. It should continue to do well with the success of mini programs and Enterprise WeChat.  
 
Cafe De Coral (341 HK) 
Although HK economy is slowing, fast food is quite resilient against economic downturn. Company is 
expected to see net profit growth of ~8% 2H FY19 (Oct-March), thanks to: (1) resilient SSSG in HK at 2%, 



(2) faster institutional catering sales growth as more new contracts were signed,  (3) quicker restaurant 
expansion. 
 
TravelSky (696 HK) 
Market expects pressure on earnings to persist into FY19F due to (1) gradual contraction in domestic 
bookings growth, (2) rising operating and investment-related expenses despite stalling ASP, and (3) global 
hyper competition preventing rapid entry into foreign markets.  
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